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e young Eric Voegelin judged that in the racistliberal argument over the existence of an Aryan mind, no
one had ever said anything that was scientiﬁcally wellfounded. e German public, faced on the one hand with
a racist aﬃrmation that had never been demonstrated
and on the other with liberalism’s equally unproven
negation, had dried into a middle position, vaguely supposing that there might be something “to it.” Race and
State was intended to respond to this situation, to give
race science and the racist idea of the state a serious
scholarly treatment for the ﬁrst time. It was published
in Germany in early 1933. We don’t know if any direct
pressure was exerted, but aer a few months and a few
gleichgeschaltet reviews, sale was discontinued. I doubt
Race and State had the potential to change many minds
anyway. Not that Voegelin had wrien a weak book; the
problem was rather that his musings were extraordinarily diﬃcult, overly-elaborate, and abstract. His conclusions meanwhile, from the perspective of both racists and
liberals, were ambiguous.
Voegelin analyzed the works of Professors Fritz Lenz,
Walter Scheidt and Hans Guenther, the leading scientists
of the racist camp, who contended that racial psychology
was biologically determined. In a seventy-page review
of the mind-body problem in Plato, Aristotle, Descartes,
Kant and Scheler, Voegelin demonstrated the contradictions that arise when one asserts that body simply determines mind, and that these philosophical diﬃculties,
which were, as he considered, beyond the intellectual
horizons of these simple-minded nineteenth-century materialists, reduced their science to nonsense. Yet Voegelin
obviously considered that scientists with a beer understanding of the human person might one day demonstrate the existence of psychological races! Consistent
with his Schelerian understanding of the human person
as a mind-body unity, Voegelin considered that race was
a dual expression, in both biological and psychological
form, of cultural “style.” His objection to the professors of
race hygiene and social anthropology was not that they
saw race where it wasn’t but that they deﬁned the hu-

man being on a purely animal level, which reduced persons to representatives of one or another biological group
(whether race or species made lile diﬀerence) and thus
rendered them dispensable.
Voegelin, then, will appear to some to have been a
bizarre sort of racist. His expectation of a future racial
science is indeed bizarre today, but we should be clear
on two things. He was sure that no race was superior
to any other–no more than classical style is superior to
gothic or baroque. And the reasoning behind his belief was by no means narrow or unintelligent. As to the
leading scientists, their simple-mindedness was apparent
in their approach to the problem of psychological type
formation (in short, since practically any psychological
“trait” may have various and even opposed causes–as one
person may be adaptable out of ambition, another out of
lack of ambition–the problem is how to distinguish secondary characteristics from heritable traits). e scientists were unaware of the problem; they assumed anything could be a heritable trait. Guenther’s list of Nordic
traits included “a toughminded sense of reality,” “mistrust
of strangers,” “a not very conciliatory nature” and “imperviousness to hackneyed expressions”; Lenz’s “inclination to Protestantism,” “northern boldness” and “love for
the sea,” which, Voegelin cracked, the race shared with
“the closely related Phoenicians and Polynesians.” Even
the rare appearance of lice was held to be a trait; “because
of its cleanliness, for example, ”Sweden probably has the
world’s highest level of culture“ (p. 85).
As to the idea of the racial state, Voegelin theorized
that it blocked the “essential social experience” of belonging to humanity. As a result, the racially-deﬁned community experienced a sense of metaphysical fear, forlornness and horror which it was able to overcome only “by
claiming for itself the status of ’world’ and regarding all
others as ’non-world’….We recognize fear as the deepest root of the new idea of community… [o]ut of fear
arises the hatred for the counter-worlds, which, by their
mere existence, can at any moment cast me back into
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the experience of fear” (p. 151). e evidence for this is
brought out in an analysis of Greco-Roman ancestor worship and the gens-based organization of ancient communities; St. Paul’s idea of the Body of Christ and the concept of Christ as the new Adam in the Christian-imperial
idea; the transformation of Christian-imperial ideas by
the rising nation-states; Fichte, who Voegelin takes as
the type of a mad nationalist brigand; and, what is most
impressive, a re-interpretation of Schelling’s analysis of
mythology and Voelkerwanderung. Voegelin ranges far
and wide in order to bring home what we might consider
only a typical Germanic-existential conclusion.

gory is explored within a context of historical circumstances and events?
Race and State was one of Voegelin’s early works,
wrien when he was under the overwhelming inﬂuence of Scheler’s Die Stellung des Menschen im Kosmos,
in which the phenomenologist proposed to examine different types and levels of human experience, accepting
no understanding of the relations between them that did
not account for all of the factors to be explained; and
so to develop an idea of the human being that is coherent and non-reductive. Voegelin was pursuing that
ambition here, by means of a via negativa intended to
demonstrate that reality is shrunken and deformed by biologism and dogmatic enemy-constructions. Members of
the Eric Voegelin Society may be of the opinion that Race
and State has much to teach us about modern politics.
To most historians, and especially to neo-Nietzscheans,
it will be unconvincing and strange. is reviewer admires its Schelerian purposes more than its Voegelinian
execution.
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Yet the problem is not Voegelin’s range or even his
conclusion. It is his reliance on metaphysical categories
at the expense of history. For example: “How could a
minority of such insigniﬁcant numbers [Jews] aract so
much hatred? Undoubtedly this hate is largely due to a
feeling of inferiority on the part of Germans (p. 181).” e
hatred was oen terrible because Germans were seeking
“rootedness” while Jewish success was associated with
qualities connected to “mobility.” Nineteenth-century
Jews were also guilty of regarding others as “non-world.”
How can an historian credit these as insights unless they
are nuanced–that is, unless the quality within the cate-
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